Man-Made Climate-Change
Doesn’t Exist
There’s No Climate
Emergency!
 Mass Extinction alarms are Lies!
Polar bears are doing very well. Coral reefs are fine. Smallpox is extinct and that’s good.

 There’s no scientific paper in existence
which shows, using real world
observations (or proxies) that CO2 /
greenhouse gases drive climate.
 We challenge anyone here or in any
institution to produce EVIDENCE and
to PUBLIC debate of the CO2 story.

 The mega-rich globalist funders
of XR hide behind children to
promote their fake science scare
stories and control you.


World CO2 Levels FOLLOW
Temperatures, not drive them!
A million years of ice cores show world
CO2 levels follow temps by ~500-800yrs*.

 The Man-Made CO2 Climate story

is a mad CONSPIRACY THEORY
of nature. It REQUIRES Man’s CO2 (3%
or 4% of 0.04% of atmosphere) to dominate
the other 96%! How come? Do termites in
Africa fart when you drive your car?

CO2 theory = Failed Science
The idea that extra CO2 higher in the air (where
it’s cold) warms the warmer ground is against
the second Law of thermodynamics. Heat
cannot flow from cold to warmer bodies!
The idea of extra CO2 lifting the exit level of
infra-red to space from the atmosphere and
therefore the ground getting warmer (because
lapse rate warming has further to go down) also
fails because they ignore non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. Their predicted HOTSPOT
high above the equator turned out to be a
COLDSPOT! See Piers Corbyn’s *pamphlet, pto

We’re cooling
The Feedback loop
plunging the world into
a new LittleIceAge is
Accelerating!
 There’s no turning back says Piers
Corbyn as NH excess snow hits 300 Gt.
 Extra snow 2019-20 (right) follows largest
extent of NH snow for 50yrs winter 18-19.
 600 stations center / Mid-West Usa broke
cold records early Feb 2020.
 Moscow Jan 2020 was coldest on record.
 North China very extreme cold early 2020.
 Stratosphere penetrating Volcanism increasing.

“Green” policies DRIVE
slave labour +women deaths
XR are tools of mega corporations making massive
profits from #ClimateEmergency crazy policies.
 The massive demand for RARE minerals for wind
farms and batteries is driving slave labour in Congo.
 Green policies block coal powered electricity, killing a
million African women pa from open fire smoke inhalation.
 Electric cars make more CO2/mile than petrol/diesel
 “Green” bans on gas boilers will be very costly in
cables +charges leading to hypothermia deaths.

“97%”= phoney
The media claim - 97% of
scientists believe in the CO2 con
– handy for the ignorant who
won’t face science fact – is false.
The real figure is about 0.5%.
Most papers just put the CO2
story in the abstract to get grants.

Bristol College Green Bus Stop
Stand-Off: http://bit.ly/2TOl2n1
ClimateEmergency Con in 15
top points! Twitter Thread:
http://bit.ly/38qe9hg
 If you want join with us or
organise a meeting contact:

WeatherAction.
The LongRange Forecasters

www.WeatherAction.com
<=Subscribe Forecasts & Top
Pamphlet* PiersCorbyn +P Foster
@Piers_Corbyn 07958713320

Australian Bush Fires are natural. They’ve been around millions
of years - nothing to do with CO2. They’ve been bigger before eg 1939 and 1851.
 These fires have been MADE WORSE - apart from actions of deranged green arsonists - BY
DELIBERATE “GREEN” POLICIES reducing brush-wood clearance. The result is that the fires
become uncontrollable and are used like a new “Reichstag fire” to promote an agenda. The fires are
triggered by the Indian Ocean dipole cycle +thunderstorms . NOT CO2. See www.WeatherAction.com
 The infamous intensity of Australia bush fires is a result of evolution of Eucalyptus trees which are
very oily and burn at a very high temperature which only their own seeds survive. So Eucalyptusboosted fires ensure Eucalyptus dominates over other trees in the Australian bush. Wise-up cobbers!

